The federal relief funds will likely cover just a fraction of the total costs, lost revenues, and state budget cuts likely to result from the pandemic, Nahass acknowledged.

Of course, some schools have already taken painful steps in the form of pay cuts, layoffs, furloughs, discontinued sports, and deferred capital project delays, he said.

But to help prepare your athletics budget for what\'s likely to come "within this extreme framework of uncertainty," he said, you\'ll want to consider implementing the three practical principles of crisis cash flow management in your athletics department.

Nahass and Mermelstein described the steps as follows:

**1 Form a cross‐functional crisis cash management team**. Include the athletics director, the chief financial officer or vice president of finances, key coaches, a board member, and a staff representative from other key areas, such as media, facilities, and operations.

The team should monitor, project, and plan cash sources and uses, as well as cash balances, and do so more frequently than in normal circumstances. Considering the various sources of cash flow at this unusual time, this team should work across departments.

Assembling a diverse group of individuals will highlight resourcefulness and generate many ideas to help form baselines for various scenarios and data needed for decision‐making during this crisis. For example, if athletics needed to cut 10% to 20% of its budget due to decreased or absent programs, how would you quickly analyze your fixed and variable expenses into the essential and nonessential costs?

**2 Understand your department\'s cash burn rate**. "In a crisis environment, where cash is king, quickly assessing your department\'s weekly cash burn rate, or how much cash outflows exceed inflows, or how many months of liquid cash remain, will significantly aid in the decision‐making process and provide a baseline for the various scenarios that I\'m sure many of you are already considering," Nahass said.

Implement weekly cash flow assessments to help manage and conserve cash through these difficult times, planning for about one quarter of the fiscal year at a time and taking into account payroll and other weekly expenses necessary to keep your organization running.

Conduct a critical analysis of fixed and variable expenses.

Fixed expenses generally include the costs for your organization\'s overhead facilities, administrative expenses, coach and administrator compensation, and student aid. Initial measures to slow cash burn in this area might include significant deferral of capital projects, a hard look at fixed compensation in the form of temporary salary cuts and/or furloughs, and wage freezes.

"Workforce adjustments in this scenario are extremely difficult, especially when no one is at fault," Nahass acknowledged.

Variable expenses include costs associated with game days, team travel, recruiting, and medical. These items will likely need critical analysis to consider what\'s essential, the timing of these, and their interconnected nature.

Also consider new incremental expenses associated with navigating and responding to COVID‐19, such as transitioning to the online or remote training environment and lost revenue from event cancellations.

Keep records of all COVID‐19‐related expenses, because there may be regulatory requirements to track spending or other potential relief or reporting needs for year‐over‐year comparisons.

**3 Engage in robust scenario analysis and planning**. Athletics has a lot of details to manage, including uncertainty, liquidity, budget cost reduction, workforce dynamics, supply‐and‐demand shock, and continually evolving legislative changes.

Think through the best‐case and worst‐case scenarios, such as whether college sports can return this fall or not and other situations that might occur. Then identify what you think is the most likely scenario, and develop a primary plan to fit that, along with some back‐up plans.

Form a crisis management office, and designate a leader, which some industries call a "COVID czar," to focus on identifying and monitoring COVID‐19‐related issues and risks. Take as proactive of an approach as possible.

Mermelstein advised negotiating with your vendors, who "are in pretty desperate times as well," while keeping in mind that "most institutions have pretty strong buying power." Talk to your vendors about having flexibility with contracts in light of the pandemic.

The COVID‐19 crisis is far‐reaching and will create a different type of competition and other challenges that athletics departments will need to continue to manage, he noted.
